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TO INSPIRE AND TO BE INSPIRED BY ALL OF THE PHOTOGRAPHY COMMUNITY

INSPIRED EYE

NOT QUITE YOUR TYPICAL MAGAZINE
It has a traditional + interactive philosophy

FULLSCREEN

Notice our Readers and Advertisers:
The publishers of Inspired Eye Magazine take every care in the
production of each issue but we are not liable in any way for any editorial
error, omission, mistake or typographical error.
In the case of advertising material supplied, we as publishers, make no
representation and provide no warranty as to the accuracy of descriptions
or offers within.
As publishers we accept no liability for any loss, which any person may
incur while relying on the accuracy or description of any statement or
photograph herein. The views expressed by all contributors are not
necessarily those of the publisher. Inspired Eye Magazine reserves
the right to decline any advertising for any reason. All of the content
published in this magazine is subject to copyright held either by the
publisher in the whole or in part by the contributing photographers. Any
infringement may incur legal action. No part of this magazine may be
used in part or in full in any way without the express written permission
of the publisher.
The contributors of the magazine are responsible for the content they
produce. The publishers are not responsible for any failure to provide
model releases, location releases or the like.
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By default the magazine
tries to open in fullscreen
as it it designed to take
advantage of the screen
real estate. For tablets and
phones, view the help file
of your pdf reader. It is
usually view>fullscreen.

HYPERLINKS

MULTIMEDIA

DOWNLOADS

The magazine is a stand
alone document that can
be enjoyed as is offline,
but throughout the pages
are hyperlinks to further
the experience. There are
links within the magazine
and links to the WWW.

PDF reader supports
embedded media, you
should be able to listen
to it or view within
the magazine, if not, a
download link is
provided. Varies issue to
issue.

This magazine may
contain downloads.
Downloads will vary issue
to issue but we plan to
release audio visual and
photography related
content.
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PROGRESSIVE STREET

INSPIRED EYE
10 points to understand our mission and what we are doing
1.

I

2.

I

3.

W

e put the spotlight on photographers at large. We’re not concerned
with whether they’re famous or unknown, professional or amateur,
full-time or just shooting after work.

4.

e feature photographers of all different skill levels. Everyone started
somewhere, everyone has something to say, and everyone needs some
attention.

5.

T

6.

W

nspired Eye is a platform for photographers. We believe in an
ongoing relationship with the community, so expect to see recurring
photographers.

W

he format, the selection, and the design are geared toward developing
your eye, your heart and your mind.
e repeat our questions in order to see the different answers that can
come from the same question – we see this as a teaching tool.

7.

E

8.

s much as possible, we try to preserve typos and mistakes, and we
minimize editing. We do this to preserve the voice of the photographer
and to show that English is not the universal language – photography is.

9.

O

10.
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nspired Eye exists to showcase the work of the photography community,
to learn, to teach, to inspire and to be inspired from it.

ach question is about the photographer, but the answers are puzzle
pieces that the reader can pick and choose for themselves. By relating (or
the opposite), readers can form their own view of photography

A

ur readers’ gallery is thick because we want to showcase the most work
possible by our community.

W

hile we do not focus exclusively on street photography, it’s the
most accessible form of photography and the most practiced by the
community.

A few of the following interviews are from Progressive Streets.
Progressive-Street is an international community of street photographers and photo reporters that
mix the art of photography in a multi-faced way to document the effects of globalization through their
lenses.
We are focus on the ethnical, social and cultural events across the globe - thanks to our net of highclass photographers that cover areas from big cities to the smallest towns, sharing the places and
stories of people that cover endless cultures in this pageant of humanity.
Our strength is derived from the independence of the photographers who become members after a
severe process of selection concerning authenticable feelings, identity, ethical behavior and quality
about the photography.
https://www.progressive-street.com/
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Please tell us something about
you, your life and interest etc.
My name is Fabio Balestra, born in 1968
happily married. I live in a small village in
Liguria - Santo Stefano al Mare IM in the
western area, near the French border. Selftaught, I started shooting in 1986, then in
1992 I stopped suddenly. Until 2013, when I
fell in love with a second-hand Fuji X100, I
resumed taking photographs and since then I
have not stopped. I am a proud member along
with other great friends of the ProgressiveStreet, a international Gang of Photographers

What inspired you to become a
photographer?
As a kid I loved watching old magazines with
all those beautiful black and white photos and
I thought it would be nice to do something
similar

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I will be fifty years old in November and I
started in 1985 when I was seventeen

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
Apart from reading many books nothing else.
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If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which
are the ones of the past and
present do you admire?
There are many photographers of the past
and current that I admire, but if I had
to make a list, I would certainly forget
someone, and so I avoid :)

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
It is definitely a way to escape from everyday
life, diving into the everyday life of others :)
It relaxes me and does not make me think of
anything other than what I’m doing.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
Neither, sincerely, at the moment is the
only form of expression in which I seem to
succeed. Art? it’s really a big word :)

What do you do for work
and how does photography
fit into that?
I’m a tobacconist and I manage the shop
with my wife, I often take advantage of my
clients for some succulent candid :)

What Genre’ of photography
are you most comfortable
working in?
I would say street photography without a
doubt, when I do not work I walk so much in
the company of my dog, and in the street I
unleash :)
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When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
Photography in a very instinctive, without ever
preparing anything, I go out with my camera and
what happens happens. The series are not for me.

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?
A particular situation, a gesture or a grimace on a
person’s face, are the things that I prefer to portray
and are those that attract my attention

How strong of a connection do you
have with your subject matter and
can you describe that connection?
Most of the people I photograph are strangers, I’m
always on display with my camera, we take a look
at each other, sometimes a smile, and sometimess.

What are your recurring themes?
People, mainly I give importance to the people I
meet during the day, living in a very small and flat
country from an architectural point of view, I try to
concentrate on who I have around.

What is the distance to your
subject you are most comfortable
with while working?
I go very close to my subjects, varying my point of
view every time.
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What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
18mm 23mm 35mm or 28 35 50 FF equivalent

What camera are you
working with currently?
Fuji X-pro1 Xt-10 and a couple of old range
finders

Do you have a preference
for Black & White or Color?
Please explain why.
Normally I use black and white, I find it more
reassuring and simple for me, but lately good
friends are trying to make me pass my fear for
color

Are you self taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
Completely self-taught and I continue to learn

How do you feel about
being photographed?
I have no problem to be photographed, it would
be a bit hypocritical do not you think?

Do you like to work by yourself
or to have someone with
you? Please explain why.
I work alone, photography is a moment of
absolute solitude where I can lose and then find
again, something that could never happen if I
worked with other people.

Do you listen to music while
you are shooting? How do
you feel the music enhances
the visual experience?
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Absolutely not, the street noises are as
important as what I see with my eyes, people’s
voices and the surrounding sounds sometimes
lead to a beautiful shot

Do you have a preference
for images as an analog
or as a digital state?
Having photographed for many years in
analogue, of course I prefer it, but I must
acknowledge that digital makes life much easier

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?
Photographing on the street, shots in a fraction
of a second and step further, I find stupid
spend hours in front of the computer to process
an image, use a couple of presets modified by
me on Lightroom and usually do not lose more
than two minutes in the image.

Where in the world
are you located?
Santo Stefano al Mare, Liguria, Italy, a small
town on the sea just a few kilometers from the
border with the French Riviera

Where is your favorite
place to work?
I do not travel almost never, my work does not
allow me and then I shoot in the area where I
live

When you’re feeling somewhat
slow or lost, how do you find your
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way back to find inspiration
to get working again?
When things happen to me like that I take a
break, I clean my old cameras, I drink a beer
and then I start again.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
For the moment only on the web, I was lucky
enough to meet some amazing people who
wanted me with them for a project.

Do you go to exhibitions
or do so on the web?
Only on the web, I do not have time
unfortunately

Do you collect other
photographers work?
Yes, certainly, books and prints, I always try
to support new photographers

How do you feel about the
current state of photography?
I think that certainly today is a mass
phenomenon, but it does not have to be a bad
thing, you should not be afraid of too many
photographers around, maybe there could be
a new Koudelka or a Leiter

How satisfied are you
in your current state of
photography and what would
you like to improve upon?
I’m quite satisfied, but you never stop
learning and improving yourself
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Can you describe how you judge the
success or failure of your work?
In short, you’re interviewing me, I would say it’s
going pretty well :)

What would you be doing now if
you had not picked up the camera?
I would make music

What do you dislike
about photography?
Nothing, I love photography

Is there a question that you would
like to answer that I haven’t asked?
No

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
I would just like to express my thanks for hosting
me in your magazine, it was an honor and a
pleasure to have been part of this.
“Because it’s on the street that everything
happens, and I’m there, among the people,	
almost invisible and I do the only thing I can do.”

FACEBOOK
WEBPAGE
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Please tell us something
about you, your life and
interests etc. Put as much
detail as you like and then
we will start the questions.
I am an American who lives in Seoul.
Over the course of my life I’ve been a
photographer, a journalist, an English
teacher and a prolific letter writer.

What inspired you to
become a photographer?
Early on, the photography of W. Eugene
Smith resonated profoundly with me, and
I realized that elements in my academic
background: sociology, anthropology,
history and literature - all came together
sensibly through a camera.

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I am 66-years-old, and thankfully retired.
I’m no longer interested in being a wageslave and nibbling at the empty bait.
I began my serious love affair with
photography at age 22, in the summer of
1973.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
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The classic Time-Life series of photography books
from the early 1970s was monumentally important as
introductions to Henri Cartier-Bresson, Irving Penn,
Diane Arbus, Mary Ellen Mark, Duane Michaels,
Elliot Erwitt and so many more.
These were life-changing books, and the fact that they
arrived in the mail every month was glorious.
As for specific photography books that I own, there
are too many to list. For years, I’ve been Amazon.
com’s best customer. Nonetheless, I own some of the
standard coffee table collections of photographers
that are mentioned in this feature.
When I’m in the mood for William Klein, I visit
him in my personal library. The same goes for Don
McCullin and Arthur Elgort, Helmut Newton and
even the notorious Araki.
I go to this well for sustenance, continuing
inspiration, to spend a little time with someone who
feels like a friend for what they communicate to me in
timeless images. The photographers that are featured
in these books are still my teachers.

Do you feel photography
enhances your life? If so, how?
Photography enhances my life because it speaks to a
form of communication about the human condition
that is sometimes more effective than words.
And photography knows no language barriers, and
can speak to us with profound immediacy.

If we are speaking specifically of
photographers, which are the ones of
the past and present do you admire?
Photographers from the past that influence me
include: W. Eugene Smith, Mary Ellen Mark, Jane
Bown, Diane Arbus, Linda McCartney, Will McBride,
Irving Penn, Karsh, Helmut Newton, Guy Bourdin,
and Herb Ritts.
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Contemporary photographers that influence
me include: David Bailey, William Klein,
Robert Frank, Don McCullin, Bruce Davidson,
Sebastiao Salgado, Annie Leibovitz, Arthur
Elgort, Bruce Weber, Patrick Demarchelier,
Nan Goldin, Araki, Daido Moriyama, Hiroyuki
Nakada and Tatsuo Suzuki.

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
It is both an extremely satisfying form of selfexpression, and an on-going attempt to depict
the universal aspects of the human condition.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
In my early years, photography was a hobby,
which evolved into an important part of
my professional life as a photojournalist including an assignment for Sports Illustrated.
In retirement, photography is once again a
hobby - which is extremely satisfying, since I
don’t have to answer to anyone.

What do you do for work and how
does photography fit into that?
I’m retired, and photography fits perfectly into
my lifestyle.

What Genre’ of photography are
you most comfortable working in?
In general, documentary photography. More
specifically, street photography.

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
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The majority of the time, I have no specific
agenda. I’m just interested in authentic
experiences that unfold all around me.
However, if I find myself working the same
theme, then I begin thinking of a photo-essay.

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?
I can go for a certain period of time without
being a street photographer, but now that I’m
retired “the fever” takes hold more frequently,
and I have no choice but to head for the
door. I simply have to be outside among a
crowd of people. I think I’m addicted to the
sensory overload of sights and sounds, the
common interactions of people that are found
everywhere and underscore our common
humanity.

How strong of a connection
do you have with your
subject matter and can you
describe that connection?
I’m not sure how to answer. To do so might
pluck out the heart of my mystery.
People fascinate me … by the love, the lust,
the passion, the enthusiasm, the generosity of
spirit people demonstrate. And then there’s
the flip side: the con artists, the hustlers, the
parasites, the cruelty and viciousness, and the
appalling unkindness.
I am interested in depicting the full
dimension of human capability, and that
means showing people in the best light, yet
never averting attention from the outcasts
and the dispossessed.
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What are your recurring themes?
People. People. And more people.

What is the distance to your
subject you are most comfortable
with while working?
The Ricoh GR II is my go-to street camera these
days, and I will get as close as possible - if it’s
relevant and appropriate.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
With the Ricoh GR II: always 35mm. For my
Nikon D5300: usually 200mm-to-300mm on
a telephoto zoom that goes from 18mm-to300mm.

What camera are you
working with currently?
When I’m interested in producing documentary
photographs in the vein of W. Eugene Smith, I
work with a Nikon D5300 system.
If I’m looking for traditional street photography
and want to move quickly, I use the Ricoh GR
II because it is light, and not intimidating to my
subjects.

How do you see the relationship
with your camera? Is it a
friend, tool or whatever?
A camera is an extension of me, so the
relationship is important.

Do you have a preference
for Black & White or Color?
Please explain why.
I prefer Black & White to Color.
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As I embarked on my own photography curriculum,
W. Eugene Smith was - and always will be the gold
standard. But both the WPA photographers and classic
Life magazine photo essays from the 1950s enraptured
me.
Black & White is abstract and appears timeless far
easier than color.
Yet having said all that, I’ve flirted with color
photography the past six months, and the results
intrigue me.

Are you self taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
I’m a mix of both experiences.
My real professors include W. Eugene Smith, William
Klein, Robert Frank, Bruce Davidson, Diane Arbus …
and a few others. Working for a daily newspaper where
I had to produce consistent quality kicked my ass in the
right direction.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
It makes me want to throw up.
When I was in my 20s … no problem. As I’m in my
mid-60s and the evidence of my decline and fall is all
too apparent in a photograph, I avoid being in front of
the camera as much as possible.

Do you like to work by yourself
or to have someone with you?
Please explain why.
I prefer to go solo.

Do you listen to music while you are
shooting? How do you feel the music
enhances the visual experience?
No music for me. I want my senses sharpened for what
is all around me. The music of the street is all I need.
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Do you have a preference
for images as an analog
or as a digital state?
I spent 20-years working in a darkroom every
morning, with soft running water and a radio
playing Top 40 American music. Just me and
Tri-X, and D-76. I was in my own world.
I walked away from all that when the Digital Age
came to town, and I was on hiatus for 10-years.
Now I have embraced digital photography
completely, just as I do not use a pencil to write,
nor a manual typewriter or even an electric
model, I write using an insanely expensive
MacBook Pro. Now I use both a DSLR camera
system, and the extremely compact Ricoh GR II.
My return to photography is like reconnecting
with the first true love,

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?
The image is like the musical composition, and
the post-production is the way it’s scored.
I’m sure someone has said this before with
considerable more eloquence. Post-production is
exceedingly important.

Where in the world are you located?
Seoul, South Korea

Where is your favorite
place to work?
Any big city. I have been most fortunate to have
traveled to many places in the world - and the
experience is not over yet. Whether I’m in New
York City, Paris, Dubai, New Delhi, Bangkok,
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Hong Kong, Seoul or Tokyo … I just want to be
in the crowd. Not part of the crowd - but in the
crowd.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
My work has never been formally displayed in a
gallery, bar or bookstore. I post images regularly
to the Facebook page for Progressive-Street, and
several others.

Do you go to exhibitions
or do so on the web?
Seoul has many small photo galleries, where I’ve
seen exhibits of work by Linda McCartney and
Herb Ritts.

Do you collect other
photographer’s work?
The conventional answer is: “Yes, and in the form
of coffee table books.” Yet given the Information
Age, I go online regularly to pick up work by
Hiroyuki Naked and Tatsuo Suzuki, which I save
and study later.

How do you feel about the
current state of photography?
I have mixed feelings. On one hand the quality
has been diluted and what used to pass for Aunt
Sally’s snapshots from her Florida vacation
garner approval - if not some accolades, as being
a photograph - and one that people gush about.
On the other hand, thanks to improved
technology available to the public (as opposed to
the military and surveillance states like China,
Russia and the U.S.) and the social networks that
sell us out every day, we are no longer working in
isolation, and it’s astonishing and inspiring how
many truly gifted photographers are in action -
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and as a hobby for no money at all, just the
love documenting the human experiences.
Perhaps this is a Second Golden Age of
Photography.

How satisfied are you
in your current state of
photography and what would
you like to improve upon?
I’m never completely satisfied with what
I’m doing as a street photographer, and just
keep tweaking things in an effort to achieve
results that approximate a combination of W.
Eugene Smith and William Klein.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
My years in journalism taught me that
everyone needs an editor - a fresh pair of
eyes. More times than not, I’m confident that
I have done something satisfying. And yet
there are times … a week later or so, when I
realize my excitement was unwarranted for
the photo is actually mediocre.
I’m not always the best judge of my work, but
positive feedback from other photographers
is as good as it gets - and I appreciate this
greatly.

What would you be doing
now if you had not picked
up the camera?
Writing like the next Christopher Hitchens,
whom I miss dearly for being a fascinating
contrarian with such dazzling intelligence.
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What do you dislike
about photography?
Nothing at all. It’s all good.

FACEBOOK
WEBPAGE
FLICKR
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I have been a professional actor for over 30 years
in theatre, film and tv. I work in big theatres,
small theatres, television series and movies and
commercial and independent films. I also teach
acting for film and tv at a college in Toronto,
Ontario CANADA. I have always loved making
photographs.

What inspired you to become
a photographer?
I like telling myself stories about what I see in the
world. Who are the people? What are they doing?
What were they doing 5 minutes ago? Where
are they going? Making photographs seemed a
necessary thing for me to do.

What age are you and when
did you start your journey
as a photographer?
I am in my 60’s and I’ve always taken photos.
About 6 years ago I decided I
Needed to share them.

Would you mind sharing some of
the things you feel helped you along
the way with your photography,
(lessons, workshops, books etc)....
and also some of the things that
may have hindered you that you
overcame on this journey?
I took a couple classes to understand my camera
and Lightroom. Mostly I am self taught and
discover so much by reading blogs and studying the
masters. I love books so I have quite a collection
and study the light and composition.
Overcoming the dips of inspiration is always a
challenge. As an actor I’ve lived my life dealing
with the highs and lows you might think I would be
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used to it by now but it is a life long practice. I make
myself go out with my camera with no pressure to do
anything and usually this moves me through the lull
in inspiration.

Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
Absolutely. Photography is a very calming and
meditative activity. I love to walk so I love to slip
into the sidewalks and find a rhythm. When I
can’t go out and shoot I like to think about making
photographs.

If we are speaking specifically of
photographers, which are the ones of
the past and present do you admire?
Alex Webb, Joel Meyerowitz, Bruce Davidson, Elliott
Erwitt,
Helen Levitt, Mary Ellen Mark, Saul Leiter, Trent
Parke, Maciej Dakowicz, Graciela Magnoni,
Tavepong Pratoomwong.

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
It is a creative expression.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
I have photographed a designer friend’s clothing
line which challenges me in a different way because
I have to make sure the clothes are featured. I have
sold some of my photographs.

What do you do for work and how
does photography fit into that?
As an actor I have spent my life delving beneath
the surface of a character to reveal the details of
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human behaviour. As a street photographer I’m
looking to reveal the story inherent in a seemingly
ordinary scene. Sometimes I have done some on-set
photography.
I don’t do this often because I’ve found it splits
my focus to consider making a photo in one scene
and then having to jump to the other side of the
camera and act in the next scene. Recently I was
doing a play and started taking photos of the actors
backstage getting ready to go on. The light was
magical and I got so involved I almost missed my
entrance. I won’t be doing that again.

What Genre’ of photography are
you most comfortable working in?
I like to photograph people on the street going
about their business. I disappear into the
background so I can capture the scene without
drawing attention to myself.
But I will photograph anything that catches my eye.

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
I don’t limit myself to a project when I go out. I’ve
tried this a few times but it doesn’t work for me. It
shuts me down, like I’ve been given an assignment
that I don’t want to complete. I like to stay open
to the rhythm of the street in the moment and see
what reveals itself.

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?
People moving in unusual and unexpected
ways, gestures, wonderful and surprising light,
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a great face, people engaged in animated
conversation, people focused on an activity,
color and light.

How strong of a connection
do you have with your
subject matter and can you
describe that connection?
I look for a story, something that peaks my
interest either because something has just
happened or something is about to happen or
there is some kind of surprise or mystery in
what I’m looking at.
If I’m really interested in finding out how the
story unfolds I will stick around and keep
shooting for as long as the scene keeps my
interest.

What are your recurring themes?
I live by the beach so I’m drawn to the life that
unfolds along the boardwalk and by the water.
There are many stories in this location so I’m
drawn to it day after day. I see relationships
between people and nature and how it affects
behaviour.

What is the distance to your
subject you are most comfortable
with while working & what is
your favourite focal length?
Sometimes I get close for a candid portrait but
most of the time I like to see the whole scene.
Usually I set my camera to F.8-F.11

How do you see the relationship
with your camera? Is it a
friend, tool or whatever?
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I have a Fuji X 100F. I love this camera
because I don’t have to think about changing
a lens. I know my frame and I work within
it. There are times I miss an opportunity
because I don’t have a zoom but for right now
this camera suits my interests. I enjoy the
challenge of the limitation.

Are you Self Taught?
Yes.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
I have been photographed my whole career so
I am used to it.
I am very happy and at peace when I am the
one taking photos.

Do you like to work by yourself
or to have someone with
you? Please explain why.
I work alone because I am easily distracted by
someone else’s presence.

Do you listen to music while
you are shooting? How do
you feel the music enhances
the visual experience?
I do not listen to music. I can’t pay attention
and be present to my surroundings if I’m
listening to music.

Where in the world
are you located?
I live in Toronto, Ontario Canada
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Where is your favorite
place to work?
City Markets or Fairs anywhere. Spain,
Mexico and Budapest are places I’ve
travelled to recently but I welcome
opportunities to make photographs in the
many neighborhoods in Toronto. It is a
hugely multicultural city so the possibilities
are endless.

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or lost,
how do you find your way
back to find inspiration
to get working again?
I will take myself to a new part of town and
just start walking.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
I had an exhibition of my photographs
in the CONTACT photography festival in
Toronto last year.
I fell in love with really beautiful paper to
print my photos on.

How satisfied are you
in your current state of
photography and what would
you like to improve upon?
I am very rarely satisfied. I would like to
improve my technical knowledge so I can
make quicker adjustments depending on
a variety of lighting conditions. I live in
Canada and I hate going out to shoot in the
cold which is 7 months of the year. I need
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to find more options to keep shooting rain or
shine.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
If the composition is aesthetically pleasing to
look at and I’ve managed to capture a
Moment of surprise or mystery or an
interesting flaw, I am happy.
Thank you for Inspired Eye! The opportunity
to see so many wonderful photographers on a
regular basis is truly an inspiration.

WEBPAGE
INSTAGRAM
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Please tell us something about
you, your life and interest etc.
Batsceba Hardy, artist of the Irreality, lives
and will only live ‘in’ the net, where she
leaves already evidence with her constant
performance: writing stories in images and
telling visions in words. What remains is
superfluous, in Wittgenstein terms, including
her secret background.

What inspired you to become a
photographer?
Nothing. My eyes, my imagination...

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
Now I’m old, but I was 14 when I got my first
camera.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
Obviously at that time I was a subscriber to all
the possible and imaginable photo magazines.
I studied photography and optics for a public
competition, around twenty years. But my
training took place studying art in general,
reading novels and looking around.
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Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
Certainly. I have always had the feeling of
being invisible and photography has allowed
me to develop this aspect. And allow me to
continue observing the world around me.
It is the distance between the photographer
and the rest of the people that allows the
photographer to notice what is overlooked
and under-loved.

If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which
are the ones of the past and
present do you admire?
Let’s say that admiring is not a word that suits
me. I fall in love. and I have loved and I love
many photographers, but I think it is useless
to name them all. The history of photography
is vast.

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
Omg! I express myself through photography.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
when I started it was my job. I sold my photos
to newspapers and I did photo shoots. now it
is a way to communicate, to be socially active
and to express me. art? I do not know, I do
not believe this word

What do you do for work
and how does photography
fit into that?
in fact, I was a photographer, then I was a
mother, and then I became a writer ... and
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I returned to photography as an expressive
medium for about ten years

What Genre’ of photography
are you most comfortable
working in?
In the last years, I’ve been doing street,
but I’m a creative ... and I’ve done various
exhibitions with my ‘artistic’ works

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
It depends on gender. the street is freer,
of course. for the rest, of course, I proceed
following a project

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?
The reality, observe. I love going beyond ....
seeing things that are not seen at first sight.
but it does not always happen

How strong of a connection
do you have with your
subject matter and can you
describe that connection?
it must interest me. when I work with
models, I observe them and try to establish
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I am a little synaesthetic,
colour is very important to
me. but it must be colour...
and sometimes the black and
white expresses better what I’m
seeing

Are you self taught,
educated or a little
bit of both?
Both

How do you feel about
being photographed?
I do not like it, but lately, I
was photographed by two
photographers and it was a
pleasant experience.

Do you like to work
by yourself or to have
someone with you?
Please explain why.
I like the solitude, but I
sometimes I use to accompany
to distract people’s attention, in
public place
an emotional relationship, made
of few words but of a strong
agreement.

What are your
recurring themes?
Reflections? Windows? People...

What is the distance
to your subject you
are most comfortable
with while working?
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It depends....

What is your favorite
Focal Length or
Field of View?
I use many focal lengths from 35
to 105. depending on the mood,
what I see ...

What camera are
you working with
currently?

A Nikon D7000 … but a thousand
other ‘things’...

How do you see the
relationship with
your camera?
Is it a friend, tool or whatever?
Her name is Niki Ray

Do you have a
preference for Black
& White or Color?
Please explain why.

Do you listen to
music while you are
shooting? How do
you feel the music
enhances the visual
experience?
No. the music accompanies me
always, but not when I click ...
when I write yes.

Do you have a
preference for images

as an analog or as
a digital state?
I loved the analog and I use
digital as if it were analog. I
never check the shooting in the
camera and not burst

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?
Not much, but it depends on
the photographic genre. I have
a whole creative part based on
the combination of frames

Where in the world
are you located?
Milan, Italy

Where is your favorite
place to work?
Berlin

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or
lost, how do you find
your way back to
find inspiration to
get working again?
In myself… in the life…
Do you exhibit your work in
any form?
I don’t understand...

Do you go to
exhibitions or do
so on the web?

Both

Do you collect other
photographers work?
I buy the books ...

How do you feel about
the current state
of photography?
It’s a long speech. exactly like
for the rest of this society...
[The massification has
undergone an irremediable
transformation: the collective
individualism has transformed
the society into a global mosaic.
Now we should speak of
“mosaicification”]

How satisfied are you
in your current state
of photography and
what would you like
to improve upon?
right now I’m very happy, I
managed to put together many
photographer friends, known
through the years, and together
we created a “Gang” of street
photographers. A Site (www.
progressive-street.com) and
we’re doing a Magazine.
Can you describe how you
judge the success or failure of
your work?
If I’m satisfied or not.
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What would you be doing now if
you had not picked up the camera?
The woods guard

What do you dislike
about photography?
banality and narcissism. in general, what most
annoys me is the lack of sincerity

Is there a question that
you would like to answer
that I haven’t asked?
A million :D, but it does not matter, thank you
very much

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
Progressive-Streetis an international
community of street photographers and photo
reporters that mix the art of photography in
a multi-faced way to document the effects of
globalization through their lenses. We are
focus on the ethical, social and cultural events
across the globe - thanks to our net of highclass photographers that cover areas from
big cities to the smallest towns, sharing the
places and stories of people that cover endless
cultures in this pageant of humanity. Our
strength is derived from the independence
of the photographers who become members
after a severe process of selection concerning
authenticable feelings, identity, ethical behavior
and quality about the photography. Peace and
Love

WEBPAGE
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ABC - Always Be Composing
The title to this article is a spin on the classic
scene by Alec Baldwin in David Mamet’s film
Glengarry Glen Ross. If you haven’t seen the
film, it is in my opinion, worth seeing. The
ABC in the film refers to always be closing. It
is a movie about sales. So I’ve borrowed from
it.
Always be composing is of course an
important element in photography. It
is slightly easier when you are shooting
portraits, landscapes, still lives and the like.
But when it comes to street photography it
isn’t nearly so easy to be composing your
shots. Especially if you are chasing the shot.
There are times when I patiently stand in the
same spot waiting for people to walk into my
frame and I wait until they are positioned
in the portion of the frame that I would like
them. That doesn’t always work. But it does
work well enough that a good percent of the
photos turn out well.
Oh there are also days when it seems that all
the elements fall into place. When I do what
I call slow photography and wait for people
to enter the frame. It is because something
about the background works for me that I
choose a particular place to stop.
All of the photos that accompany this article
were taken over the course of a few minutes at
a subway station in Manhattan’s Chinatown
while I was giving a street photography
workshop. Though I might normally go with
black and white processing, the lighting was
perfect and the colors were inspiring. And
while I wasn’t actually able to “compose” the
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photos. I was able to capture them with
some sense of movement and tension.
The more that you shoot and the more
that you view the photos of others, the
more you are able to train your vision
to compose street photography. And
when you’re also feeling well in body and
mind it helps you to see and capture the
moment. Not everyday of shooting is a
perfect day. But I always work with what
I have given the circumstances. Happy
shooting!
+++
I provide street photography workshops
and photo tours and Shoot New York
City is where you can find information
about them.

WEB PAGE
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Please tell us something about
you, your life and interest etc.
I am born and raised on the island of
Penang, Malaysia to parents of Chinese
descent and two elder sisters. Around the
internet I am usually known as Jinn, a
shortened (and much easier to remember)
form of my full first name, Jinn Jyh.
I am one of the admins of the Progressive
Street Photography group on facebook and
am also a member of the collective.
Other than photography, I do have a
passion for linguistics, carnivorous plants,
heritage building conservation, and islamic
architecture.

What inspired you to
become a photographer?
There wasn’t a single trigger, but more
of a slow burn. For years I had admired
landscape and conceptual/abstract
photographs, but never really got into
photography.
But while I was studying in Melbourne I
happened to have a university assignment to
document and photograph activities done in
public spaces, and through that assignment I
found out about Street Photography.
I immediately fell in love with the
spontaneity of street photography, especially
the ones which captured the serendipitous
(and often humorous) moments of everyday
life and I thought to myself: “That looks fun!
I could surely try to photograph something
like that for myself.” And that’s how it began
for me.
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What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I am 27 turning 28, and I only really started
to photograph not too long ago at around 21
or 22 years old.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
I started to post my photographs on
DeviantArt, and the first ever street
photograph I posted was featured as a
Daily Deviation on the site. That was a
huge encouragement for me. The street
community on DeviantArt at that time was
really helpful and encouraging as well (Mary
Cimetta, Stamatis GR, Khuram Lawrence,
Batsceba Hardy just to name a few). I also
felt that my being Asian in Melbourne at that
time was a huge advantage as I get to play
the tourist card.
The internet was a great resource for figuring
out the technical talks on photography,
but nothing beats on-field experience. The
hardest thing for me to get over was the fact
that I was very self-conscious. It took a more
than a few months for me to start to feeling
comfortable shooting Street, and a couple
more years to chip away that feeling. To
realise that nobody really cares what you are
doing on the streets was a big breakthrough
psychologically.
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Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
It got me to go out and walk and explore. I was
very introverted and very much a PC potato
before this (sort of an otaku, if you will), and a
two-year bout of sciatica certainly didn’t help.
Street photography was a great motivator for me
get rid of the sciatica, and I became more serious
with the exercises and physiotherapy. In a way, I
rediscovered walking and that to be able to walk
pain-free is a blessing. Photographing strangers
on the street had also opened up my personality a
little more.

If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which
are the ones of the past and
present do you admire?
The list is long, but among the classic masters
I particularly loved Saul Leiter’s atmospheric
colours and Vivian Maier’s sense of intimacy. For
more contemporary photographers, Jesse Marlow
and Martin Parr’s graphic shots and sense of
humour are great.
I also like Robert Walker’s often loud colours
in his photography. From DeviantArt there is
Mary Cimetta (whom I mentioned above) for
her wit and almost abstract approach to street
photography; Khuram Lawrence’s narrative
shots; Jean-Daniel Beley’s graphic composition;
Doug Richards’s quirky and often funny shots.
Then of course there are my fellow colleagues
of Progressive Street and our affiliated
photographers whose works I admired a lot.
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What purpose
does photography
serve for you?
It helps me to see the world
differently, and appreciate the
little moments in life.

Do you do
photography for hire
or as an art form?
I guess as an art form - I don’t
really create the scenes, I just try
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my best to catch them whenever
I spot one.

What do you do
for work and how
does photography
fit into that?
I am a Graduate Architect,
which means I am yet to be
a fully licensed Architect.
Observing and photographing
the streets let me better
understand how people actually
interact with the spaces around

them. And in this Instagram
age, I will have to design spaces
that are not only useful but
also photogenic - having some
knowledge in photography
definitely helps.

What Genre’ of
photography are you
most comfortable
working in?
Street!

When you work,
are you working on
different series or
just finding photos
that fit the way you
feel at the moment?
I don’t really work on series,
for I find them restricting the
way I look when I am out on
the streets. The only series that
I occasionally work on is one I
call “Motif Found”, which flirts
around the edges of Street and
Found Still Life. I love it when

I find random items, especially
discarded ones, coming together
to tell a story or juxtaposed in an
interesting way.

Can you describe a
few of your trigger
mechanisms that
make you want to
stop and shoot?
Most of the time it is an instinct;
an unusual light, some sort of
juxtaposition - usually something
slightly extraordinary that

catches my eyes, then I usually
snap first, and if the opportunity
allows it, I will wait/follow the
subject until something more
interesting happens.

How strong of a
connection do you
have with your
subject matter and
can you describe
that connection?
I would say it is weak at a
personal level. I tend to stay at a
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distance from my subjects for I do not like confrontations and
I am not too big a fan of taking candid portraits. I have say
Gilden-esque approach is one of my least favourite kinds of
Street photography.

What are your recurring themes?
Humour (or so I hope). I shoot to amuse - myself, my friends
and family, anyone who happen to stumble upon my work. I
try to juxtapose things within a frame, finding the connection
between subjects that people might otherwise miss.

What is the distance to your subject you
are most comfortable with while working?
Between five to fifteen feet are usually the best for me. It is
close but not that close.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
I don’t really have one, since I only use one fixed lens (35mm)
which has worked quite well for me.

What camera are you working
with currently?
Fujifilm X100s

Do you have a preference for Black &
White or Color? Please explain why.
Colour, most definitely! That’s how the world is as I see it, and
that’s how I am going to present it. Colours are more than just
people’s clothes, and could be equally soulful. They inject life
into a photograph, they stir up our own deep held associations
and emotional baggages we assign to them. BW does have
its place in photography, but if all photographs were BW,
imagine how boring and sombre photography will be!

Are you self taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
I am mostly self taught, but I do look at a lot of photographs
every day so in a way many, many people from all over the
world taught me.
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How do you feel about being photographed?
I am secretly looking forward to the day that I find myself on
the internet as part of a street shot - things coming to a full
circle. Other than that, I am much more comfortable behind
the lens.

Do you like to work by yourself or to have
someone with you? Please explain why.
I mostly work by myself, but I wouldn’t mind the occasional
photo walk with a friend. The main reason is I see
photography as my alone time, a chance to escape life a little,
relax and just have fun aimlessly walking the streets. Then
there is the issue of pacing, for everyone has their own and I
tend to lose the walking partner soon since I buzz around and
back track quite a bit. Despite all that though, I had found it
rewarding to follow someone else’s pacing, to experience the
street at a different pace and energy level.

Do you have a preference for images
as an analog or as a digital state?
Digital is great, but whenever I see an analog (be it a scan or
a physical one) it resonates more strongly with me. There is a
decision made by the photographer to print it out, so there is
a touch of finality and confidence that comes along with that.

How important is the post-processing
of the pictures in your work?
Not very, I spend less than 5 minutes per image on average in
post-processing.

Where in the world are you located?
I am currently back in my hometown, Penang Island.

Where is your favorite place to work?
I have had the most fun shooting in Hong Kong last year.
The streets are just filled with energy! I enjoy shooting in
my hometown too, because I have to get past the familiarity
blindness and it forces me to look harder and differently to
eke out new connections and possibilities. It is always a joy to
find new things in a familiar place.
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When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or
lost, how do you find
your way back to
find inspiration to
get working again?
I look at photographs of other
genres, especially abstract and
conceptual works for they just
burst with creativity! Flipping
through photobooks and old
masters’ compendiums also
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helps. If all else fails, I will just
stop shooting for a bit and just
wait it out. The spark and the
urge to go out to shoot has so far
never failed to return.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
Just digitally through the
Progressive Street website and
my DeviantArt account.

Do you go to exhibitions
or do so on the web?
Mostly on the web, but whenever
I find an exhibition I will try to
attend.

Do you collect other
photographers work?
Yes, but mainly digitally. Nothing
beats print though, but they are

not exactly cheap over here.
I currently only own Robert
Frank’s “The Americans” and
Vivian Maier’s “Vivian Maier”. I
look forward to owning more.

How do you feel about
the current state
of photography?
It really depends on how strictly
one defines photography, but
I think that it is well and very

much alive. Photography has
never been so accessible, and
though the majority of the
photos taken now are closer to
documentation, I don’t think
that it dilutes the power of
photography as an artform.
“Casual” photography and
“serious” photography are two
separate worlds in my opinion,
and should not be judged
together as a whole.

However, there is a wormhole
between the two. People are
more empowered now than ever
to shoot, and while most casual
photographers (i.e. most people
with a smartphone) never fall
through the wormhole, there
are some who will eventually
take it more seriously. More
photographers means more
creativity, and that is why I
think the Photography scene
today is so vibrant.
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How satisfied are you in your
current state of photography
and what would you
like to improve upon?
I think I have come a long way since that
university assignment, and the way I
shoot has definitely evolved. For years
now, I tend to avoid diagonal leading
lines in my photography in preference
for a flatter composition and I am trying
to explore more complex and layered
compositions to see what happens and
how much I like it working that way.
Technical know-how is my weakest spot
though, so I would also like to get a
deeper understanding of the camera for
I never was one for technical knowledge
beyond the basics.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
If I have to spend more than 5 minutes
post processing the shot, or that I feel
that I need to “rescue” the shot, that
means the shot is probably not good
enough. Sometimes while shooting, there
will be a shot that I make a mental note
to look at it later when I am on a bigger
screen, those are usually the ones that
resonate with me personally.

What would you be
doing now if you had not
picked up the camera?
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Probably watching sitcoms, or perhaps
re-picking up the brush for watercolour.
I seriously don’t know what I’d be doing
without photography.

WEB PAGE
DEVIANTART
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Please tell us something
about you, your life
and interest etc.
Hi there. I’m Davide ( Dave ) I was born
in the splendid city of Venice, Italy. I am
a skater and a street photographer. I was
employed in a oil and gas management
abroad for about 20 years ( Malaysia,
Indonesia and Singapore) then I decide
to follow my dream and try to become a
photographer.
I was married and now I’m living in
Rome with my girlfriend that had a huge
part of my life as photographer pushing
me day after day even in bad moments.
My family still in Venice and every 2
months about I back there to have a
shooting in that marvellous city that I
love with all my soul.
I lost my dad 5 years ago and he was
one of the famous coiffer in town, and
a photo lover. And yes he was a street
photographer also without knowing that
(Ю) so I learn from him when I was
young how to look situations and how to
feel free to shot at people and technically
using an analog camera ( a Pentaflex )
that still I have in my bag.
Photography helps me to face that bad
period and to follow my father steps…
and continue his work.
Now I starting the adventure with
Progressive-street as admin and this
is great also to find people of different
cultures and pov but united and tied by
that passion.
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I love history and arts like renaissance
painters and sculpture. In my trips I also
start to open my mind to different cultures
and be social as possible.
That’s me, my photos. My story.

What inspired you to become a
photographer?
Hard to say what. Of course curiosity
and find a way expose my feelings and
emotions.

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I am 41. Actually I started with my father
at age of 12; he teaches me how to look and
see scenes and persons peculiarity, little
composition rules and how to use analog
camera… and thereafter due many reasons
I stop to look and I quit photography.
I started again at age of 39 to see again
the light and be a street photographer and
reporter.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
Of course books. Lotsa books, I study
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on books like Renaissance painters,
monographs of master of photography and
street photographers and also techniques
for good reportages; I am little against
about workshops of street photography
as my vision of the street is my vision and
why I have to spend 500 USD or more for a
workshop with a Master if youtube have free
lessons of great photographers and street
photographers?
I think that “looking” is a talent… and I don’t
want to be a clone of other photographers!
Also lessons could help but it cannot forge
( sometimes also destroy ) my point of view
about photography.
So… my advice is study on books like hell…
night and day as I did …

Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
Yes. Photography gives me the power to
start again with my life, a ransom of the bad
things happened to me in the last 5 years.
Now I feel like a new person. Alive. For the
very first time.

If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which
are the ones of the past and
present do you admire?
Caravaggio, Vermeer, Rembrandt Ͳ for
the way they construct lights and shadows…
Seriously:
J.Meyerovitz due his colours D.Moriyama
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due his sensuality
A.Webb for his way to look scenes and
composition
R.Frank for his straight feeling of the
street V.Maier for her selfies
B.Gilden for the who cares about the
flashing on face.
… and LaChapelle for his way to be over
the strings.

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
To expose my feelings. My vision. My
emotions.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
Is an art. Even if you have a contract …
still an art remains.

What do you do for
work and how does
photography fit into that?
I was a project manager and I quit my job
for photography…

What Genre’ of photography
are you most comfortable
working in?
Photography have no gender or labels
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or bounders for me. I feel comfortable in a
studio with a model or in the worst street of
Caracas …

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
I usually project my session ( due my
previous job ) if I have something cool in
my mind, but the best shot comes in the
moment… like a sunbeam.

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot?
Well. Pre-visualize the scene is an inner
talent. To perform a composition in that
way means to put your soul at the hands of
everyone. It is not only a juxta, a good wall
or a poster… it is the message I want to give
to the watcher. So when I feel that something
is about to arrive … I stop. It is like a Jedi
training … this is what the Street give to you
as prize for the amount of miles walked in a
day.

How strong of a connection
do you have with your
subject matter and can you
describe that connection?
The feeling is strong. The word is
one:Vulnerability. I use that to enter
inside my subjects in a moment of their
disconnection from the world. Besides I feel
so vulnerable as I want to show my feelings
to the watchers on the shot moment.
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So we are at same level of feelings. No
one preveals.

What are your
recurring themes?
As above. Persons in a overthinking
moment… but also composition with
high contrasts between lights and
shadows. Pictorial and conceptual let’s
say.

What is the distance to
your subject you are
most comfortable with
while working?
50cm or less. I use flashing on face closer
as I can.
But never more than 8 meters if I see
a cool composition…. Order not to lost
details or put things that are not of
interest on the scene.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
Depends… of course. Not over 70mm
anyhow.

What camera are you
working with currently?
I’m a Leica lover. Now I’m using a d-lux
109 and even if is a compact camera it
works like a swiss clock.
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How do you see the relationship
with your camera? Is it a
friend, tool or whatever?
Camera is an extended part of me.

Do you have a preference
for Black & White or Color?
Please explain why.
Well. Black and white is the soul of
photography. It explain the message without
usage of a title.
I shot in black and white in camera when
I feel like inquiete or sad or melancholy.
But life and world are in colour so I prefer
colours right now… probably because it is a
good moment of my life.

Are you self taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
Half and half. I thank my father teachings
and my life experiences. Education in
photography helps to break the rules of
photography itself.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
Well… i like it as the 90 percent of the
people. We are narcissists. Also when girls
pick a photo of me or all together I am
happy!

Do you like to work by yourself
or to have someone with
you? Please explain why.
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Alone. No one have tell me what to
photograph. If I don’t see a scene, i lost that
and stop story… It is my fault and I blame
only myself if I miss the shot.

Do you listen to music while
you are shooting? How do
you feel the music enhances
the visual experience?
Yes. It helps me to focus in my vulnerable
moment.

Do you have a preference
for images as an analog
or as a digital state?
C’mon we are in 2018. Digital is now at our
service and quality is very closer to film.
Now Analog is good for study the basics.

How important is the
post-processing of the
pictures in your work?
If it takes more than 10 minutes for each
photo means that my raw is to be discarded
in prior. PP have to be like a woman make
up. The secret is that have to be light as
possible.

Where in the world
are you located?
In italy. I am from Venice historical center
but I live in Rome
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Where is your favorite
place to work?
Physically in the street. Mentally in a parallel
universe.

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or lost,
how do you find your way
back to find inspiration
to get working again?
Reading Renaissance paintings books. That
helps me lotsa time to find a way out.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
Yes. I perform 5 expositions in Rome and one
is about to exit in june, still in Rome.

Do you go to exhibitions
or do so on the web?
Yes. When I have the time and the chance I
do. See the works of others photographers
even not famous as Magnum ones it given me
inspirations.
Web is a full of thrash now a days so I prefer
to see on the net Masters of photography
despite others.

Do you collect other
photographers work?
Yes. We have all to do that to encore the
talents.
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How do you feel about
the current state of
photography?
Photography takes huge part of our
life. But it is stuck to the standard
clichè. We need innovation but taking
examples from the past. Faking street
photography is an example ( I hate
windows-train shot as almot are posed
) and all is moving with a wrong way to
gain money when all we know that street
photography is the wrong way to make
money in photography.

How satisfied are you in your
current state of photography
and what would you
like to improve upon?
I try to improve my view, not my
photography skills. I shot almost 4 hrs
per day to find something new and I
think every shot I take is a level up….
So yes. Improve for me is to enlarge
my vision of the street and focusing on
details that yesterday I didn’t see.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
Emotions. If I cannot give emotions on
my shots, is a failure.

What would you be
doing now if you had not
picked up the camera?
Nice question but I cannot imagine my
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life without a camera. Maybe stay in oil and
gas business and return to my previous job as
project manager.

What do you dislike
about photography?
Force the point of view. I never put a title on
my shots as I don’t want to carry the watcher to
misread my photos. I love purity and sincerity.
I don’t like even the business that is running in
contests… why do I have to pay for a contest?
Finding sponsors is hard … but is a part of
the project do that so lack of finding sponsors
means that you have to pay to show your job to
70y old judges that prize fake and posed street
photo? Naaaa no way for me !

Is there a question that
you would like to answer
that I haven’t asked?
No … just thanks for your time and have a good
light ahead!

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
‘in the doubt I shoot’

FACEBOOK
INSTAGRAM
WEB PAGE
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What inspired you to
become a photographer?
I was born an almost exclusive visual learner,
this made many tasks in school very difficult.
Now we (those of us in education), know how
to identify and help these types of learners.
As such, I think it was inevitable that I would
seek out photography. The catalyst was was
my brother. He was in the Navy.
He was a “Photographer’s Mate” on an aircraft
carrier, and he is an exceptional artist. He
sent me some photographs that he had taken
while on tour in the Mediterranean, probably
in the late 1970’s. Those photographs made
me realize that I could take photographs that
represented the way I saw things, things that I
thought nobody else would care to see.

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I am 53 years old. Though we had cheap cameras growing up (as most American families
did at the time), I never considered their use
for anything other than home documentary
purposes until my senior year of High School.
At that point I was 17 years old.
I learned to develop, and print from black and
white film. After that I was allowed to borrow
some very nice camera equipment and use
it where I wanted. The first time that I used
the school equipment was at the Penn Relays
Track and Field Carnival in Philadelphia, near
where I was raised.
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Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that
may have hindered you that
you overcame on this journey?
Throughout my primary and secondary school
career I was frequently targeted for abuse
by cowards, probably because I was of small
stature and an introvert. Now we call them
bullies, but I don’t like that word.
The abuse was sometimes verbal, other times
it was physical. It was relentless and at times
severe. This occurred mostly in school, but it
was not limited to any one physical location.
Inevitably I became quite fearful of specific
situations and locations, and going to school
in general.
Over the years I developed the ability to see
and understand the non-verbal communications of these cowards, thus avoiding some of
the abuse. I was always watching, and trying
to anticipate the actions of those around me.
This evolved to the point where I could see the
smallest details of facial expressions and body
movements. It was really a matter of survival.
These skills of “seeing” (as well as a lot of baggage), have stayed with me to this day.
It is these skills, learned out of necessity, that
I believe have contributed the most to my
ability as a photographer and most specifically
as a Street photographer. Other than being
instructed on how to process film and print, I
am completely self taught. I’m sure that this
has slowed my progress, I just prefer experiential learning.
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Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
It is clear to me that the creative outlet that photography provides is essential for my happiness.

If we are speaking specifically of
photographers, which are the ones of
the past and present do you admire?
I actually have not “studied” photographers as
many have. It is inevitable though that I have been
exposed to some over all of these years. William
Eggleston, Elliott Erwitt, and Saul Leiter were some
that opened my eyes. I think the photographs of
various wars that I saw throughout my childhood
had the greatest impact on me. My father is a WWII
veteran, so I was exposed to a lot of very powerful
war photography through various documentaries.

What purpose does
photography serve for you?
Once again, the creative outlet that photography
provides me is something that I had been looking
for and was missing for a great portion of my life.
I can fill that inner need in several other ways, but
none are as accessible to me as photography.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
At this point I do photography strictly for myself
and not for monetary gain.

What do you do for work and how
does photography fit into that?
For the past 17 years I have worked as a school
teacher. Inevitably I have contributed significantly
to the schools photographic needs such as yearbooks and the like. I have also taught photography
classes / clubs at several of the schools where I have
worked.
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What Genre’ of photography are
you most comfortable working in?
Street photography is a natural fit for me. It makes
the best use of the innate visual skills that I have
already mentioned. Street Photography also allows
me to keep moving, something that is very important for me. There is also an element to Street photography that is akin to hunting or exploring. That
aspect is very appealing to me (I am not a hunter).

When you work, are you
working on different series or
just finding photos that fit the
way you feel at the moment?
Generally, I just go out and follow my eyes and
instincts. Occasionally I will go to a specific event
or location and have in mind the types of shots I am
hoping to get, but I frequently get distracted from
that plan.

Can you describe a few of your
trigger mechanisms that make
you want to stop and shoot? 
It could be the appearance of a person’s attire, an
expression on a face, a situation playing out. Attractive women usually get my attention, but even
more so when they are expressing power or in
juxtaposition to something that is not attractive.
Really anything that I find interesting, entertaining, or humorous. I decide later if others might be
interested in the shot.

How strong of a connection do you
have with your subject matter and
can you describe that connection? 
I have a very strong connection to the subjects of
my Street photography. When I look back years
later at one of my Street photographs I can remember the moment in great detail. Not just the exact
location, but the smells, the sounds, and the gen-
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eral atmosphere. I also find that I have unconsciously
developed a story surrounding those subjects. Why
they are there, what type of work they do, what type
of person they are. I really feel like I know them.

What are your recurring themes?
The only recurring themes that I can think of have to
do with composition. I am a sucker for leading lines
and perspective.

What is the distance to your
subject you are most comfortable
with while working?
Truly as close as possible. Because of my history I
avoid conflict at almost all cost. It may seem counterintuitive, but if I am extremely close to a subject they
are less suspicious of my photographic intentions
(unless we are the only two people on the street),
especially if I employ the “hip shot”.

What is your favorite Focal
Length or Field of View?
I usually shoot Street with a rather wide lens. Currently that would be 24mm, 28mm, 34mm, and
40mm depending on the camera.

What camera are you
working with currently?
For Street in digital it is the Olympus PEN-f, and for
film it is usually the Contax G1 or the Canon EOS RT.
I have also had some good luck shooting Street with
the Fujifilm GA645 medium format film camera.

How do you see the relationship
with your camera? Is it a
friend, tool or whatever?
I am undoubtedly a “gear head”. I love a well engineered machine, especially if it is as simple as pos-
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sible. It certainly does not hurt if the device is
aesthetically pleasing as well. Ultimately it is
a tool, but I do treat them with an inordinate
amount of care.

Do you have a preference
for Black & White or Color?
Please explain why.
I really have tried hard to shoot more color
than I do. I have just found that color is quite
often a huge distraction from the “story” of the
photograph. Ultimately I end up converting the
majority of my digital photographs to black and
white. There are certainly some photographs in
which color is really the subject of the shot or
plays a leading role. I am always happy when I
find one of those. When I load a roll of film it is
usually black and white.

Are you self taught, educated
or a little bit of both?
Other than a short tutelage on processing film
and printing I am self taught.

How do you feel about
being photographed?
I am not a very attractive person, so I would
rather not be.

Do you like to work by yourself
or to have someone with
you? Please explain why.
I really am easily distracted, so it is best that
I be alone. I also feel guilt when I am keeping someone whom I am with from moving
on. That tends to have a negative effect on my
shooting. I believe this to be a common phenomenon among Street photographers.
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Do you listen to music while you are
shooting? How do you feel the music
enhances the visual experience?
I never listen to music when doing photography of
any sort. I do however sometimes listen to music
when I am processing my photographs.

Do you have a preference for images
as an analog or as a digital state?
I love film, but digital allows me to be so much more
productive. I really value that consistent creative
process. As for the finished product, I think a well
printed photograph hanging on the wall is always the
most desirable method of presentation if given the
choice.

How important is the post-processing
of the pictures in your work?
I would say that post-processing of my digital images
allows for some marginal shots to become acceptable. This stands in contrast to when I shoot film,
there is no gray area there and it keeps you honest. Clearly PP is essential for conversion to black
and white at a minimum. I personally believe that
minimal post-processing should be applied to Street
Photography images. Having said that, one man’s
minimal is another man’s excessive.

Where in the world are you located?
I currently live in Los Alamos, New Mexico.

Where is your favorite place to work?
Of the places where I have shot it would have to be
New York City.

When you’re feeling somewhat
slow or lost, how do you find your
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way back to find inspiration
to get working again?
I just go anywhere I can and take pictures. I just
go out with eyes wide open. It could be the forest
or the streets, it does not matter.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
Rarely other than online. I did recently exhibit
three pieces in a local photography show. They
are large format prints of some unique aerial
drone photography that I have been experimenting with. A large portion of my photographs are
posted on the website Deviant Art. I am also part
of the Progressive-Street Site collective where
some of my better Street images can be seen.

Do you go to exhibitions
or do so on the web?
Occasionally.

Do you collect other
photographers work?
Nope, other than a few books.

How do you feel about the
current state of photography?
I’m not really sure. It is likely anyway that no
matter what I say, I am bound to piss somebody
off.

How satisfied are you in your
current state of photography
and what would you like
to improve upon?
I would love to have easier access to better locations for Street photography, but I chose to move
here. I currently go on far fewer trips specifi-
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cally to shoot Street than in the past. I must
plan those trips much more carefully, and
go much farther to get to my destination.
The situation has forced me to spend more
time practicing other genre of photography,
namely landscape, drone, and infrared.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
The two benchmarks are the response of
others, and how the finished image makes
me feel in isolation. Oddly, my favorites are
almost never the shots that others respond to
in a dramatic way.

What would you be
doing now if you had not
picked up the camera?
I would probably be spending all of my
free time running, mountaineering, or rock
climbing.

What do you dislike
about photography?
That certain places have become overrun
with photographers to the point that it has
ruined the experience of others. Antelope
Canyon in Arizona is a prime example.

DEVIANTART
WEB PAGE
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Please tell us something about
you, your life and interest etc.
Hello there! My name is Siddhartha. I am
somebody who has a keen interested in
science and art. Currently, I am a full time
PhD researcher in Applied Physics at Delft
University of Technology in the Netherlands
(where I am working on computational fluid
dynamics in the department of Chemical
Engineering). I have loved studying science
since I was a child, and it still lets me be a
child in the sense of joy and wonder that
accompanies something being understood
about natural order. Apart from work, I find
myself indulging in various kinds of art.
Out of this interest I happened to approach
photography. It is my means of creative
expression and has been transformative. Using
the medium of the still image, I am learning
to re-evaluate the everyday and cast it into
something meaningful (at least for myself),
and to view life with the detached eye of an
observer.
I am originally from India, where growing up
I’ve had the privilege to encounter distinct
cultures and seen them share common motifs.
Now having lived for a few years in the
Netherlands, I feel that some of these extend
to perhaps more distant peoples. I hope to
experience and unravel such connections
more deeply through the revealing gaze of the
camera.
I also play the guitar and piano, and love to
read. I am a member of the newly founded
Progressive-Street collective. I eagerly
look forward to working with my fellow
photographers there on building a strong
artistic voice. Wish us luck!
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What inspired you to
become a photographer?
I have been drawn to photography for a long
time, particularly to the process of framing and
shooting, but my time with the camera was
limited to family holidays where I would steal
a few shots off the roll for whatever caught my
fancy. Then there was a gap of several years,
before I started shooting again, this time more
seriously, during my undergraduate studies
in India. Around the time I was trying to do
something with visual arts, and had found the
work of Henri
Cartier-Bresson and Raghu Rai which moved
me deeply. It so happened that my close
friend (Shreyas) had a camera, so we decided
to give photography a try. In time we started
an online gallery called Pensive Polaroid, and
were walking long hours with the camera in the
sunny streets of Vellore (in southern India).
The serendipity street photography offered was
addictive, and I still go for my walks looking for
the unexpected.

What age are you and at
what age did you start your
journey as a photographer?
I am 28 years old, and started photography
around 8 years ago.

Would you mind sharing
some of the things you feel
helped you along the way with
your photography, (lessons,
workshops, books etc)....and
also some of the things that may
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have hindered you that you
overcame on this journey?
I learnt a lot of things online through videos
and reading blogs and websites on photographic
technique. Websites like “cambridgeincolour”
and “Kenrockwell” were very helpful.
I also look at a lot of photographs in various
online galleries (my favorite being Magnum at
the time), and try to understand what is it that
I like about a particular image, and then apply
those principles while shooting. Studying good
photographers and shooting more has helped
me learn the most.
Also I must say, the DeviantArt photographers
community has been an excellent peer group - I
have received a lot of feedback over the years,
at times critical to shaping my work, which is
something I am thankful for.

Do you feel photography
enhances your life. If so, how?
It certainly does. It enriches the experience
of the everyday - where even the seemingly
mundane is transformed into something
beautiful. I have become more sensitive to my
surroundings, and enjoy watching life unfold.
In a way, the process of shooting the lives of
people makes you more compassionate towards
them, perhaps because you see we are all very
similar in some way or the other. Dorothea
Lange’s quote comes to mind - “The camera is
an instrument that teaches people how to see
without a camera.”
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If we are speaking specifically
of photographers, which
are the ones of the past and
present do you admire?
Henri Cartier-Bresson and Raghu Rai are
particularly special to me as seeing their work
moved me from simply enjoying photographs
to wanting to shoot them. I deeply admire the
strong sense of aesthetics and spontaneity
which I find innate to their work, while having
a touch of gentleness. It is something I wish to
instil in my work as well.
I then found a whole new world open up
with Elliott Erwitt, Nils Jorgensen and Garry
Winogrand - they’ve been influences from the
beginning, and their distinct storytelling styles
along with an emphasis on candidness attracts
me. Then there are Steve McCurry, Trent Parke,
Alex Webb, Joel Meyerowitz, Fan Ho, Diane
Arbus and Vivian Maier (who is among my
favorites).
Closer home, I am greatly moved by the
fantastic journalistic/street work of Raghubir
Singh, Swarat Ghosh, Kaushal Parikh,
Prashant Godbole, Arko Datta and Altaf
Qadri. I also admire Stanley Kubrick, whose
photojournalism was precocious, and the
aesthetic feast of Satyajit Ray films which are a
course in composition by themselves.
Over the years, I have also had the pleasure
to get to know some of the photographers on
DeviantArt, with whom I am a member of the
Progressive-Street collective. Their consistent
high quality work has been a reminder for me to
do my best as well.
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What purpose does
photography serve for you?
Photography is my means of interacting with
life around me. It teaches me to observe,
admire, connect with and preserve the fleeting
moments that comprise our continued
existence. It makes me more humane.

Do you do photography for
hire or as an art form?
Primarily as an art form for myself.

What do you do for work and how
does photography fit into that?
I am a researcher in the field of fluid mechanics.
Surprisingly, photography (or art in general)
and fluid mechanics can go very well together at
times - there is even a Gallery of Fluid Motion
where the aesthetic element to fluid flow is
given as much importance as the physics behind
it, I would recommend the reader to see it for
its sheer beauty (https://gfm.aps.org/), and
it all started with a book by Milton van Dyke
called “An Album of Fluid Motion” which is a
collection of stunning photographs.
In a more direct synthesis of the two, I recently
worked on a project with my colleagues in India
(Prof. Sat Ghosh and Dhruv Arvind from VIT
University) which combined a fluid mechanical
analysis of the comfort levels of wildlife in the
Masai Mara and Mudumalai game reserves with
documentary photography, all to bolster the
need for wildlife conservation. It is available in
the form of a coffee table book
(http://athenaacademic.com/product/
protected-area-environments-airflow-comfortand-habitabilit y/)
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I hope to continue doing such
projects that bridge the divide
between the world of science
and art.

What Genre’ of
photography are you
most comfortable
working in?
Street photography, and
anything else I shoot invariably
has the street influence. I
want to venture into more
documentary/journalistic
work as well. Occasionally, I
enjoy shooting cityscapes and
performance arts too..

When you work,
are you working on
different series or
just finding photos
that fit the way you
feel at the moment?
My work is mainly comprised
of individual shots based on
the moment, and at times I feel
a common theme emerging
in some photographs which
can then be cast as a series.
This is because I find the
streets too full of unconnected
opportunities. I do intend to
work on some series exclusively
as well to see how it affects my
shooting.

Can you describe a
few of your trigger
mechanisms that
make you want to
stop and shoot?
200

If I spot an interesting subject
or environment, or specially
a scene naturally ‘set up’, just
waiting to be shot.

How strong of a
connection do you
have with your
subject matter and
can you describe
that connection?
I almost never ‘engage’ the
subjects themselves, so my
connection with them during
shooting is rather one sided.

What are your
recurring themes?
I like to take candid
photographs of people in a
reverie, or solitary subjects in
an interesting environment which perhaps comes naturally
to me as I am a somewhat
solitary person. These moments
often have a touch of poignance
to them which I find moving.
Strong light and shadows too
show up from time to time, and
scenes where there are multiple
elements in harmony.

What is the distance
to your subject you
are most comfortable
with while working?
I generally shoot pre-focussing
at 3 metres, though sometimes
I am farther away. I am trying
to get closer but it is difficult.

What is your favorite
Focal Length or
Field of View?
35mm works best for me. At
times I use 23mm or 50mm as
well.

What camera are
you working with
currently?
I am using a Fuji X100 series
camera almost exclusively for
the last 4 years. I have grown
very used to it, and like how
portable and silent the camera
is. I also use a Canon 60D from
time to time, and a Canon EOS
3 film camera more sparingly.

How do you see the
relationship with your
camera? Is it a friend,
tool or whatever?
I love my camera mainly
because I am used to it and
it gets the job done. I am not
attached to it as it is a means to
an end.

Do you have a
preference for Black
& White or Color?
Please explain why.
I don’t have a preference at the
moment. In the beginning I
focused almost exclusively on
Black and White, which was
useful as I was working on more
basic elements of photography.
Colour adds another dimension

so has to be handled correctly,
and I am only beginning to
explore it. There are many shots
that work only in either Black
and White or Colour - it is for
the rest that I often have to think
a lot.
I tend to use Black and White
when the emotions are strong,
there colour can be distracting
(though not always true).
And I use colour more when
the environment has a strong
presence along with the subject
and colour helps establish it. I
love colour photographs when

they have a coherent palette that
ties the elements together.

How do you feel about
being photographed?

Are you self taught,
educated or a little
bit of both?

I am not particularly fond of it,
and much prefer being behind
the camera than before it.

I have learnt mostly ‘by doing’,
and taught myself the basics of
handling the camera. It works
since street photography is not
intensive on technique, and to be
able to “see” involves “a lifetime
of apprenticeship” to paraphrase
Riboud.

Do you like to work
by yourself or to have
someone with you?
Please explain why.
Almost all my work is from
solitary walks. Street requires
an absolute immersion in the
ongoing moment, which is hard
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to do when you have company.

Do you listen to music while
you are shooting? How do
you feel the music enhances
the visual experience?
I listen to music while editing/processing the
photographs, never during shooting. Street
sounds can be a useful cue.
Music certainly enhances the visual
experience, as our senses don’t work
exclusive of each other. I have seen some
exhibitions were photographs and music
have been combined and it works well for
certain themes, which is something I might
try as well. I realize now that I always listen
to music when seeing photographs online,
though at galleries, I quite enjoy the silence
in which you can look at images.

Do you have a preference
for images as an analog
or as a digital state?
I prefer prints, so analog. To hold a printed
photograph, to frame it and view it on a wall
is transformative, for the photograph is then
an entity, it comes to life. I regularly print my
photographs in various formats, and at times
as photo books which I find is my format of
choice.

Where in the world
are you located?
I live in Delft, the Netherlands. Most of
work in the past years has hence been in and
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around here (and during my trips home to
India).

Where is your favorite
place to work?
I have to say India. The reason being it
is home to me - and I feel familiar to the
scenes passing me by. To be seeing those
sights anew through photographs is very
rewarding. When I shoot in a new country,
things are already new to me, so this sense of
re-discovery is missing, even though I quite
enjoy getting lost in a new environment and
culture to discover it with my camera.
I generally prefer bigger cities which have
a lot more going on in general. While living
in the Netherlands, I have shot a lot in
Amsterdam and Rotterdam for that reason.
I also loved shooting in Italy - it usually has
beautiful light and a vivid street life.

When you’re feeling
somewhat slow or lost,
how do you find your way
back to find inspiration
to get working again?
Though it doesn’t happen often, I just look at
some of my favorite photographers and am
ready to go. Else there is Inspired-Eye.

Do you exhibit your
work in any form?
I post my photographs online on DeviantArt
and on Facebook and Instagram. I also have
my own website where I post selected work.
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I did my first exhibition in Delft this
February with an assortment of street
photographs, at a gallery called Huis Kinesis
which is affiliated to the Holland Image
Circuit and the Dutch photo society. I
enjoyed the experience and will look out for
more opportunities to do so.

Do you go to exhibitions
or do so on the web?
Yes, I try to visit as many exhibitions as I
can. The FOAM museum in Amsterdam and
the annual World Press Photo exhibition are
among my favorites.
I also keeping looking for interesting
photographers online through various
galleries and collective websites, and
generally consume a lot of photographs on
the web.

Do you collect other
photographers work?
I have a slowly growing collection of
Photobooks. I like the format a lot more than
individual prints (also I don’t think I could
afford the latter). I also have a tiringly long
list of bookmarked pages and photographers
that I return to from time to time.

How do you feel about the
current state of photography?
It is unquestionably thriving - there are
ever more museums, galleries and books
out there than earlier. The internet holds
an endless ocean of photographs. This has
the benefit that it pushes the bar of quality
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really high, as it is very easy to find countless
excellent photographers sharing their work
online. On the downside, genuine, unique
work runs a risk of being missed in the storm
of images that flood our online feeds. Quoting
Nicholas Carr - “The internet is an amplifier
of popularity”. So originality lives in fringes
(I too am looking for my own original voice).
What else distresses me at times is the speed
at which we sift through photographs (or art
in general) online - photographs need to be
looked into and allowed to grow on you slowly.
The modern pace of life seems to discourage
such indulgence.

How satisfied are you in your
current state of photography
and what would you like
to improve upon?
I am not very satisfied at the moment, for I
feel there are only a handful of photographs
that will survive the test of time. So there is
everything to improve upon. I want to specially
develop the narrative aspect of a photograph
to a higher degree, which is difficult to break
down but is the mark of a good photograph. I
also need to be closer, and “get out of my own
way” as they say.

Can you describe how
you judge the success or
failure of your work?
When I take a photograph, I have a feeling
whether it will work or not, and that
impression doesn’t often change. ‘Successful’
photographs to me are those that I still find
interesting even after having seen them several
times over, it is as simple as that.

What would you be doing now if
you had not picked up the camera?
I would have tried to learn watercolour
painting or urban sketching (these are things I
still wish to do). I would also be playing much
more music than I do now.

What do you dislike
about photography?
The ease with which it can be used to suggest a
lie, but that is perhaps a fault in the messenger
not the medium.

Is there a question that
you would like to answer
that I haven’t asked?
Perhaps to share my experience so far that
might help someone trying to start with street
photography - shoot as frequently as you can,
it is a slow learning process, and brace yourself
for a lot of failed shots.

If you would like to make a
closing statement, we’d love to
hear what you have to say.
I have said more than my due. I just want
to thank Don for this interview, it is a joy
and privilege to be featured among such
wonderful photographers in one of my favorite
magazines.

INSTAGRAM
WEB PAGE
FACEBOOK
TUMBLR
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BEFORE

AFTER (Vagrant preset)

GIVE YOUR BLACK & WHITES A WAKE UP CALL
P R E S E T S F O R L I G H T R O O M & S I LV E R E F E X

CHECK PRICE

Out of camera Digital images can look...so bland, so soul-less, so uninspiring.....so digital. Inspired Eye Presets
for Lightroom or Silver Efex are designed to bring character to otherwise cold digital looking images.
Film photography was simple because the look of the image was built in the film, with our presets you can have
that simplicity back with one click and a few tweaks, like the image above.
But don’t take our word for it, try them for yourself and see how our presets can help you create stunning
images.

Click here for More Info
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READER’S GALLERY
Q

If your photos are not there, please try again next issue. To submit your image, head to the website
(www.theinspiredeye.net), head to the Gallery tab and follow the instructions there.

Atif Manzoor

Someone in the basement ….

R

Q

Nikos Bountos

Men will be boys and boys will
be men
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Christopher

This shot was taken on a normal
Sunday night. As I went to the store
with my wife, I turned my head to
the right and saw three nuns buying mens underwear. I immediately
grabbed my camera and took the
shot. This image is special to me because it signifies how spontaneous
photography can really be. Three
nuns living an ordinary life and I
so happen to capture the moment.
Till this day, this shot makes me
feel something I’ve never ever felt
before.
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Jim Williams

I saw this graphic image on
the side of a bus, and then
noticed the people on the
bus. It was two images that
seemed weird together.

R

Sue Berry

This scene in Halifax is quite
iconic as it was first captured by
Bill Brandt in 1937. This is my
homage to him …

R
Q

Carsten Osterwald

Glass Palace
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Javier Martínez Delgue

I want to keep my children’s childhood, it’s a treasure that slips out
of our hands very easily.
I want to keep their secrets.
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Jeremiah Gilbert

Sometimes you just have to shoot
into the sun and hope for the best
(Macau, China).

R

Jordan Barab

The grill at the Takoma Metro Station in Washington DC and the
shadows in the background make for
interesting framing.

Q

Javier Martínez Delgue

And I want to keep their happiness.

QQ

Atif Manzoor

Youth is a blunder; Manhood a struggle,
Old Age a regret. From the streets of
Rawalpindi, Pakistan
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Mike Raker

“I’m breathing deep all of Your
goodness; Your loving-kindness to
me; I will lean back in the loving
arms,” Lyrics from Lean Back, Atlanta
(May 2018)

R

SylBerg

Umbrellas on Rue du Cul-de-Sac, in
the Petit-Champlain sector, Quebec
city, Canada. Captured while riding
my bike. The light was perfect. I just
had to wait a few minutes to find the
right people.

Q

Carsten Osterwald

…straight ahead…

QQ

Carsten Osterwald

…they are watchung us ??
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Lasse Persson

Three women practice tai chi under some trees in
a park in Montpellier, France

QQ

Carsten Osterwald

…early in the morning in Frankfurt a. M., Germany…

Q

Raiko

In harajuku.

QQ

Nicola Davison - Reed

i put this in the category of street cus
its on the street, even though i, the
photographer am in the car. It , to me,
reminds me to carry on what i have
been doing and that is to have my camera on me 24/7 otherwise i may have
missed this little piggy going to market :) i like the reflections in the wing
mirror and the windows of the house;
the horizontal lines and the contrast
between the interior and the exterior ,
also i enjoy that i as the photographer
is the one being stared at , also you cant
beat a pretty face !
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Jordan Barab

This guy was just hanging out in the doorway of
his shop in the Medina of Rabat, Morocco.

QQ

Richard Barnard

Blackpool, U.K. A shot from the hip as I approached these two delightful ladies. It was only
later that I noticed the raised stick and the fortuitous placement of the sign. Sometimes you get
lucky!

Q

John Walker

Melbourne Streets

QQ

Dean Forbes

I saw this new poster on the wall of a business and waited for passersby to see if I could
see and create a good juxtaposition. The man
walking by holding a book was a fortunate
happenstance.
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Thomas A. Jorion

The skatepark in Venice Beach,
CA, is a great location to capture
candid photos, firstly because of the
interesting mix of locals/tourists but
also because of the different height
offered by big stairs offering great
different perspectives. I fortunately
caught the eye of this girl while trying
to capture the back of her t-shirt while
she was seating on her board.

R

David Brodsky

Waiting. New York
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